


When you pull this card, it is Spirit's way of drawing

attention to your Root Chakra. Pay attention to how secure

and stable you feel in your life. Are you holding on to

strongly to money, or security? Are you being drawn to be

more free? When this chakra is balanced you will feel

energetic, balanced, and grounded.

Keywords: *Money*Sexuality*Foundation*Stable*

Occupations: Banker, cobbler, therapist



This card is coming to you to help you release your

creativity and become more of who you truly are. When this

chakra is balanced you will feel confident, have more

patience, and will find more pleasure in life. When not in

balanced, you may have issues with body image, food, self

worth and self love.

Keywords: *Joy*Soul*Creativity*Prosperity

Occupations: Artist, Jester, comedian, parent



The crown chakra card comes to you to remind you of your

connection to your Higher Power. You are very well

connected to Spirit. When balanced, you will feel spiritual,

optimistic, and content. If unbalanced, you may feel

isolated, alone, and may notice mental issues or

headaches.

Keywords: *Source*God*Connection* Love*

Occupations: Spiritual Teacher, Medium,Seer, Nun/Priest



This card has come to you to let you know that you are

safe. Don't let the feeling of your power inhibit you from

living your life purpose. When this chakra is balanced, you

will feel intuitive, have amazing dreams, and guided. If

unbalanced, you will have symptoms such as having

nightmares, feeling disconnected, and may notice lack of

imagination and may notice increase in fear.

Keywords: *Psychic* Clairvoyance* Trust*

Occupations: Psychic, Clairvoyant, Writer, Artist



The Throat chakra is all about self expression and

speaking your own truth. When it balance, you will feel

heard, seen, loved, and appreciated. When not in balance,

you may feel discord with those around you. May notice

that you have fear of speaking up, are a people pleaser,

may also feel overwhelmed easily, and not in connecction

with your life purpose.

Keywords: *Communication*Speaking*Self Love*

Occupations: Librarian, speaker, singer, dancer



The Solar Plexus Chakra card is reminding you of how

strong you are. When in balanced, you will feel a strong

sense of will power, healthy self esteem, healthy, and

active. When you're unbalanced, you may notice guilt

issues, low self esteem, sadness, lack of purpose, and have

lack of energy.

Keywords: *Health*Will Power *Strength* Energy*

Occupations: Monk, Teacher, hunter, doctor/nurse



The message for you with the heart chakra card is love will

win all. You have a choice everyday to choose either fear or

love when living your path.

When in balanced, this chakra will feel open, happy, loved,

and cared for. When not in balance, may feel resentment,

guilt, lonely, or even jealous.

Keywords: *Love* Community*Family*Happiness*

Occupations: Cook, parent, customer service, operator.



The Earth chakra card comes to you to bring you

connection between the Earth and spiritual energies. The

Earth Chakra isn't located in the physical body, it is actually

12 inches below your feet. When balanced, you feel

connected to both the Earth, your physical body, and Spirit.

You have limited health issues and clear sense of being. If

unbalanced, you may feel lonely, misunderstood, and have

health issues. Getting outside will help balance this chakra.

Keywords: *Nature*Grounding*Balance*

Occupations: Gardener, farmer, construction, engineering



This card comes with a message of soul connection

through many lifetimes. When this chakra is balanced, you

feel relief from "bad" karma, a deep knowing that

"everything will work out", You will know that you can tap

into skills and abilities you've learned in all of your lifetimes

here on Earth and other realms. When unbalanced, you

may feel disconnected from your true self, and from

Source. May also notice trust issues.

Keywords: *Reincarnation* Karma* Connection*

Occupations: Actor/Actress. Server, Jack of all trades



This card was pulled to remind you that you are poweful

enough to create your reality. Inside of the galactic chakra

is where your beliefs lie whether you believe good things or

"bad" things, you are right. When balanced, you feel like

you can manifest with ease, you see the bigger picture, and

are optimistic about the future. When unbalanced, may feel

depressed, have limiting beliefs, and money issues.

Keywords: *Manifesting* Beliefs*Soul Connection

Occupations: Astronomer, architect, researcher



This card was pulled to remind you that you are poweful

enough to create your reality. Inside of the galactic chakra

is where your beliefs lie whether you believe good things or

"bad" things, you are right. When balanced, you feel like

you can manifest with ease, you see the bigger picture, and

are optimistic about the future. When unbalanced, may feel

depressed, have limiting beliefs, and money issues.

Keywords: *Manifesting* Beliefs*Soul Connection

Occupations: Astronomer, architect, researcher



The message for this card is to let you know of the

connection (the bridge) between this life and the "other

side". When balanced, you may experience out of body

experiences, lucid dreaming, and/or deep meditation

practices. When unbalanced, you may have a difficult time

dreaming, meditating, and may have fear of "the other side:

Keywords: *Dreams*Meditation*Bridge* Communication

Occupations: Inventor, theorist, writer, healer


